ADD IT UP

WHY TITAN?
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You know better than us: A downed pipeline is expensive!
At $1,000 or more an hour, costs can quickly exceed $24,000/day.
This is unjustifiable when you are waiting for a part that may only cost
a few bucks.

Titan is not going to make you wait.
We can QUICKLY ship:
Screens for Y-Strainers
Baskets For Basket Strainers
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Even COMPETITOR’S Screens and Baskets

don’t let downtime, get you DOWN!

FIVE GREAT REASONS
TO CHOOSE TITAN FLOW CONTROL
hold on...we’ve GOT it!

So let’s HOLD ON during
these times and we will
get through them together!
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During tough economic times, we know
it is difficult for you to justify inventory
holding costs.
Titan’s commitment to supporting
its distributors is obvious. With over
$4,000,000 in stock, we’ve got you
covered ...and dont worry, our pricing is as
competitive as always!
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MNO
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“press ‘1’
for sales...”
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WXY
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Don’t you#just
love technology?
Hasn’t it made
all of us so
efficient?

I
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So efficient that we no longer
even have to pick up the phone??!
At Titan, we love to embrace new
technology, but not while sacrificing
outstanding customer service!

When you call, you will speak with a
REAL, LIVE PERSON
		
EACH TIME
			
EVERY TIME

Titan Flow Control, Inc.

Ever wonder how your
cash rebate was used?
Unfortunately, most rebates
are realized by the finance
department, not purchasing.
So you get zero credit for
your hard work!
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With
material
rebates,
your purchasing budget is
immediately impacted and
you look like a hero!

Access
to part
drawings and
3D models

GO

That’s why Titan provides
material rebates ensuring
that the benefit is realized by
the people in the trenches.

Dynamic
and
feature-rich
web site

35%
of our office
staff has
engineering
degrees

Management
staff with over
400 years of
experience in
the pipeline
industry

our knowledge is
your POWER!

barclay dail, bdail@titanfci.com
wanda huggins, whuggins@titanfci.com
alex prevatte, aprevatte@titanfci.com

call
fax
web

910.735.0000
910.738.3848
www.titanfci.com

continued

Everything we know
about the pipeline
industry is available
to you.

WHY TITAN?
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rebate programs that COUNT

